ABB i-bus® EIB / KNX

USB Interface
Product overview

- USB Interface, 2-fold, MDRC (2 module width)
- EIB-LED to display the telegram traffic from the EIB
- USB-LED to display the telegram traffic from the USB
USB Interface

Application program

- For the USB Interface operation an application is not required
- For documentation purposes a dummy-application can be inserted in ETS 3
- The dummy-application provides neither parameters nor communication objects
- The physical address can be allocated via ABB i-bus® EIB / KNX as well as locally
Display

- The EIB-LED is on, as soon as the ABB i-bus® EIB / KNX-device is connected and ready for operation. Blinks, as soon as the telegram traffic takes place on the EIB.

- The USB-LED is on, as soon as the ABB i-bus® EIB / KNX and the USB devices are connected and ready for operation. Blinks, as soon as the telegram traffic takes place between the USB and the ABB i-bus® EIB / KNX.